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the deadly game

BY JAMES YAFFE

The play not only horrifies its capacity audiences, but questions society's concept of justice as well.
Emile Carpeau.................Rick Hinkson
Bernard Laroque................Larry Hanson
Joseph Pillet........................Eric Anderson
Nicole..............................Ingrid Bozberger
Howard Trapp.......................Byron Gagnes
Gustave Kummer..............Larry Baumiller
Pierre.................................James Watkins
A visitor...............................Jordana Sardo

Directed by Rick Tutor

Photography: Willman
CHRISTMAS CHEER. Spurs and the University Chorale bringing the Christmas spirit to campus. Clockwise from right. The Spurs Christmas banquet provides a welcome reprieve for many from their usual diet...The Great Hall is transformed into a restaurant, complete with waiters, for the occasion...Santa takes time out during his busy season to wish U. P. S. Merry Christmas...U. P. S. Chancellor Franklin "Dr. T." Thompson delivers a memorable Christmas address...The University Chorale sings in the Christmas season.
WE'RE LISTENING Students hear the opinions of national personalities in lectures.
Clockwise from below. John Dean asks the audience in Kilworth Chapel not to forget "the shadow of Watergate"...Author Richard Brautigan returns to his hometown to express his insights on human nature and American society to students...Political activist and lecturer Dick Gregory shocks his audience by elaborating on an alleged C. I. A. plan to manipulate the Reagan administration...Nobel prize-winning scientist Linus Pauling speaks at U. P. S.
ACADEMICS, MUSIC, & ZANINESS Entertainers provide much-needed breaks from reality.

Clockwise from right: The Student Union Building lounge vibrates with the sound of Scott Jones... Pat Woodland entertains his fellow students—a star is born?... The group Interplay lulls listeners... The crazed lunatic Rev. Chumleigh walks a "tightrope" (using this term loosely) while blindfolded.
CLASSY CULTURE  The campus is touched by class.
Clockwise from below. A member of the Odessa Balaikas demonstrates Russian ingenuity... "From Russia with love" come the Odessa Balaikas, a folk group performing music from the court of Czar Nicholas... the Concord String Quartet brilliantly execute Beethoven... The Grammy-winning New England Ragtime Ensemble begin this year's Cultural Events series in a jazzy style.
TACOMA  The theme for this year's Winterim is presented through a series of lectures and exhibits.
Clockwise from right.  Vignettes: Murray Morgan tells tales of the women's suffrage movement in the area...Views: Four panelists discuss the elements (or lack thereof) which make Tacoma a liveable city (besides U. P. S.)....Visions: The hopes and aspirations of the city are discussed by leading citizens...A scarred relic reminds Kittredge gallery visitors of Tacoma's lost elegance.
CAVORTING CAMPUS  The Student Union attracts a variety of musical talent. Elsewhere on campus, a symbolic gesture can be noticed.

Clockwise from below. Upepo adds a Latin flavor to the Christmas dance...Tree outside of Jones Hall on January 20...The Smoldering Remains play the Union House...Students bop to the sounds of Madrigal in the Union House.
take five

A festival of one-act plays
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THE 75TH
BY ISRAEL HOROWITZ

Directed by Lynda K. Czajkowska
Assistant Director: Elizabeth F. Palmer

Amy Chamberlain……………………………Laura L. Davis
Cookie Silverstein…………………………Larry Baumiller

Two classmates comically meet for the first time at their class reunion.
DATE
BY SAM SMILEY

Directed by Marianne T. Simpson

Lily Greenwood..........Faye Jackson
Violet Vetchling........Jennifer Todd
Laurel Vetchling........Christy White
Herbie Vore................Greg Jones

A comic yet respectable portrayal of society's treatment of the elderly.
LOVE IN A BUNKER
BY PAUL MOWIER

Directed by Machelle Maynard Moosey
Assistant Director: Troy Hamblin

Adolf........................................Kurt D. Stripling
Eva........................................Deborah Haynes
Sargent....................................Troy Hamblin

The play emphasizes that a dream has the potency to destroy the dreamer's life.
WELCOME TO ANDROMEDA

BY RON WHYTE

Directed by Byron S. Gangres
Assistant Director: Lindsey Stibbard

Boy............................Adrian Badger
Nurse............................Natalie Broussard

A spoiled, bed-ridden quadriplegic lives to speak with someone besides his mother.